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History and the speculative collide with the modern world when a group of high school girls
form a secret society after discovering they can communicate with boys from the past, in this
powerful look at female desire, jealousy, and the shifting lines between friendship and rivalry.
After her life is upended by divorce and a cross-country move, 16-year-old Saskia Brown feels
like an outsider at her new school—not only is she a transplant, but she’s also biracial in a
population of mostly white students. One day while visiting her only friend at her part-time
library job, Saskia encounters a vial of liquid mercury, then touches an old daguerreotype—the
precursor of the modern-day photograph—and makes a startling discovery. She is somehow
able to visit the man in the portrait: Robert Cornelius, a brilliant young inventor from the
nineteenth century. The hitch: she can see him only in her dreams. Saskia shares her
revelation with some classmates, hoping to find connection and friendship among strangers.
Under her guidance, the other girls steal portraits of young men from a local college’s
daguerreotype collection and try the dangerous experiment for themselves. Soon, they each
form a bond with their own “Mercury Boy,” from an injured Union soldier to a charming
pickpocket in New York City. At night, the girls visit the boys in their dreams. During the day,
they hold clandestine meetings of their new secret society. At first, the Mercury Boys Club is a
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thrilling diversion from their troubled everyday lives, but it’s not long before jealousy, violence
and secrets threaten everything the girls hold dear.
51 BC. In the aftermath of the dreadful siege of Alesia the tribes of Gaul lie broken and sparse,
and yet the fires of rebellion still burn in the hearts of a few. As Caesar and his army continue
to pacify the land wherever revolt can be found, a new conspiracy is rising. Lucterius of the
Cadurci, survivor of Alesia, seeks to raise a new great revolt, building an army in his homeland
while a small group of dangerous warriors embark upon a secret and dangerous mission to
rebuild all that was lost in that great siege. Meanwhile, Marcus Falerius Fronto tries to adjust to
life as a wine merchant in Massilia, little suspecting that old friends and new will soon be
fighting alongside him as the last great threat from Gaul is brought right to his door. The final
battle for Gaul is about to begin.
This book investigates China’s emergence as an outside player in SSA over the last several
decades and the current understanding of the impact of Beijing’s growing presence on the
continent, including several case studies focused on specific SSA countries. China’s
accelerating economic and political engagement with sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) has gained
growing attention in political and academic circles as a topic of both praise and derision. China
has become the standard bearer of rising powers emerging from the developing world, and has
begun to make inroads in its effort to secure strategic natural resources in a region traditionally
dominated by the status quo powers of the West. Publications concerning Sino-African
relations have increased rapidly over the last decade. Instead of asking whether or not China’s
role in SSA is a positive for the continent’s political, economic and social development, this
book focuses on often overlooked African publics and how they perceive China’s engagement.
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Moreover, instead of constructing a uniform “China meets Africa” narrative, this work
examines China’s presence in sub-Saharan Africa on a country-by-country basis, accounting
for the intensity of Chinese engagement, the country’s domestic political institutions, and the
way in which political entrepreneurs within these systems choose to utilize Chinese
involvement as an instrument of political mobilization. It will be of interest to scholars and policymakers concerned with Africa and China's development and international relations. ?
Discusses strategies for communicating effectively with teachers, classmates, and family, in
such situations as on the job and online.
“Jones’s sensational debut has the bones of a thriller but reads like literary fiction: lean,
shrewd, and gratifyingly real.”—Entertainment Weekly When a woman conceals her sister’s
death to claim their joint inheritance, her deception exposes a web of dangerous secrets in this
addictive new thriller for fans of Megan Abbott, Gillian Flynn, and Paula Hawkins. An ID Book
Club Selection Leslie Flores has the perfect life—a loving husband, a happy newborn, and a
New Mexico home straight out of a magazine. She’s been the perfect daughter, too, taking
care of her ailing father in his final days. But Leslie has a dark secret—and it’s an expensive
secret to keep. When she discovers she won’t receive a penny of her inheritance unless she
finds her estranged sister, Robin, she sets out to track her down. Instead, upon arriving at
Robin’s apartment, Leslie discovers her body. Just as Leslie begins to panic, she meets a
charismatic aspiring actress named Mary who bears a striking resemblance to Robin—and has
every reason to leave her past behind. The two women make a bargain: Mary will impersonate
Robin for a week in exchange for Robin’s half of the cash. Neither realizes how high the
stakes will become when Mary takes a dead woman’s name. Even as Mary begins to suspect
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Leslie is hiding something, and Leslie realizes the stranger living in her house has secrets of
her own, Robin’s wild, troubled legacy threatens to eclipse them both. Fans of Megan Abbott,
Gillian Flynn, and Paula Hawkins will relish this darkly addictive portrait of the ties that bind and
the secrets we all keep from one another.
When EVIL rises, GOOD needs a hero. A thousand years ago, on the world of Claire-Agon, a
war raged between men and dragons, destroying the creatures and the land's many
civilizations. When his family is enslaved, Targon Terrel must battle the sinister Kesh wizards
to save them, but a desperate group of refugees from his home country of Ulatha needs his
help, too. With the unexpected aid of a Druid of the Arnen, Targon discovers his destiny as a
Ranger, but far from solving his problems, this discovery will soon reveal a personal betrayal.
Targon's fate brings him closer to long-buried truths about the ancient war between wizards
and dragons -- truths that could plunge his world into darkness forever.
Teaming up with struggling private investigator Max Cutler to track down her missing
stepsister, Charlotte Sawyer falls in love with Max and survives a near-fatal attack before
making a chilling discovery about her stepsister's past.

"Everything I love in a book."—Victoria Schwab, author of #1 New York Times
bestseller This Savage Song “The kind of taut, atmospheric thriller that gets your
heart racing and sets your imagination on fire. Sensational.”—Claire Legrand,
New York Times-bestselling author of Furyborn New York Times–bestselling
author Jacqueline West captivates readers with a dark, hypnotic story about the
cost of talent—and the evil that lurks just out of sight. Fans of Holly Black and
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Victoria Schwab will be mesmerized by this gorgeous, magnetic novel. High
school senior Anders Thorson is unusually gifted. His band, Last Things, is
legendary in their northern Minnesota hometown. With guitar skills that would
amaze even if he weren’t only eighteen, Anders is the focus of head-turning
admiration. And Thea Malcom, a newcomer to the insular town, is one of his
admirers. Thea seems to turn up everywhere Anders goes: gigs at the local
coffeehouse, guitar lessons, even in the woods near Anders’s home. When
strange things start happening to Anders, blame immediately falls on Thea. But is
she trying to hurt him? Or save him? Can he trust a girl who doesn’t seem to
know the difference between dreams and reality? And how much are they both
willing to sacrifice to get what they want? Told from Anders’s and Thea’s dual
points of view, this exquisitely crafted novel is full of unexpected twists and is for
fans of Holly Black’s The Darkest Part of the Forest and Melissa Albert’s The
Hazel Wood.
Every film development executive says they're looking for original stories.
Maverick Screenwriting will teach you how to play with advanced narrative
techniques - time, logic and reality - that change the way we look at the world.
Discover the techniques that give films like The Matrix, The Truman Show and
Avatar an original twist. You will learn: * the difference between plot-driven and
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concept-driven films * how to play with time, reality and point-of-view in radical
ways * how to emotionally connect with your audience * how to create a 'Matrix'
that will hold your story together * how to push your concept to the limit- how to
tell a story that expresses the unique way you look at the world In Maverick
Screenwriting, writers, development executives, producers and directors will all
find inspiration and new approaches that will help your film project stand out.
The Myth: Alice was an ordinary girl who stepped through the looking glass and
entered a fairy-tale world invented by Lewis Carroll in his famous storybook. The
Truth: Wonderland is real. Alyss Heart is the heir to the throne, until her
murderous aunt Redd steals the crown and kills Alyss? parents. To escape
Redd, Alyss and her bodyguard, Hatter Madigan, must flee to our world through
the Pool of Tears. But in the pool Alyss and Hatter are separated. Lost and alone
in Victorian London, Alyss is befriended by an aspiring author to whom she tells
the violent, heartbreaking story of her young life. Yet he gets the story all wrong.
Hatter Madigan knows the truth only too well, and he is searching every corner of
our world to find the lost princess and return her to Wonderland so she may
battle Redd for her rightful place as the Queen of Hearts.
ORPHAN, CLOCK KEEPER, AND THIEF, twelve-year-old Hugo lives in the walls
of a busy Paris train station, where his survival depends on secrets and
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anonymity. But when his world suddenly interlocks with an eccentric girl and her
grandfather, Hugo's undercover life, and his most precious secret, are put in
jeopardy. A cryptic drawing, a treasured notebook, a stolen key, a mechanical
man, and a hidden message from Hugo's dead father form the backbone of this
intricate, tender, and spellbinding mystery.
Donnie was so in love with Anna he could hardly concentrate on his new job. He
just wanted the day to be over so he could meet up with her. He had some
awesome plans in his head for their future together and he just couldnt wait to
share them with her. Anna spent most of her free time daydreaming about
Donnie. He was so handsome and smart and he made her laugh all the time. It
was such fun being with him. She ran to the beach as soon as she finished her
homework so she would be there when Donnie came walking down the beach to
meet her. She loved this time of day and Donnie never ceased to amaze her with
his new ideas and ways to entertain her. She thought they were a perfect match.
Secret of the Dragons Scales continues the adventures of Gavin Kane, Emily
Scott, and Bunty Digby, fifteen-year-olds who make the best of their young lives
in England during the autumn of 1943. World War II rages on, but the tide seems
to have turned in favor of the Allies. Three times previously, the teens have
defeated Nazi plans to defeat England using evil magic, and three times, there
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have been new alliances formed with creatures from the hidden worlds of legend
and fable. Yet once again, Heinrich Himmler is determined to unleash another
strange and horrible weapon from deep within Nazi Germany, while halfway
across the world, Allied armies are now tenaciously fighting the Japanese
Empire. Secret of the Dragons Scales continues to develop the ongoing influence
of Thaddeus Osbert. The dragon has become indispensable in assisting his
teenaged charges, as they inadvertently aid the Allied efforts against Nazi
Germany. However, the dragon also takes quite seriously his responsibility to
instruct Gavin Kane in the ways of justice, honor and above all - compassion. Sir
Osbert manages to negotiate a steady source of sugar for his persistent sweet
tooth, in exchange for supplying something Winston Churchill needs as well.
Once again faced with danger and intrigue, the teens call upon their dragon
friend to help them battle the Nazis, who finally commit their own winged
monstrosity, with unexpected results.
Gracie has never felt like this before. One day, she suddenly can’t breathe,
can’t walk, can’t anything—and the reason is standing right there in front of her,
all tall and weirdly good-looking: A.J. But it turns out A.J. likes not Gracie but
Gracie’s beautiful best friend, Sienna. Obviously Gracie is happy for Sienna.
Super happy! She helps Sienna compose the best texts, responding to A.J.’s
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surprisingly funny and appealing texts, just as if she were Sienna. Because
Gracie is fine. Always! She’s had lots of practice being the sidekick, secondbest. It’s all good. Well, almost all. She’s trying. Funny and tender, Well, That
Was Awkward goes deep into the heart of middle school, and finds that even with
all the heartbreak, there can be explosions of hope and moments of perfect
happiness.
Bookstore owner Tricia Miles throws a housewarming cocktail party in her new
apartment. She even cooks all the food herself, which is quite a feat for someone
who previously could not boil water. When one of her guests is fatally poisoned is
her cooking is to blame, or is something more sinister at play? Either way, she is
once again in hot water with her ex-lover Chief Baker. Meanwhile, Stoneham is
being disrupted by a vandalism crime wave. It becomes the hot topic in the race
for chamber of commerce president, in which Tricia is pitted against two bitter
rivals.
Nobody in this perfect seaside resort town ever imagined that the body of a
missing heiress might be found deep in a tunnel beneath her family's crumbling
Newport estate. Nobody, that is, but the last person to see her alive. Now, as a
KEY News crew investigates the murder, a cold-blooded killer lives in fear of
discovery. Too many reporters are closer than they realize to the truth behind a
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chilling secret... For thirty-two-year-old KEY News intern Grace Callahan, the
Newport assignment is the chance of a lifetime. The single mom is determined to
win a coveted staff position, but that means outshining equally ambitious-and far
younger-rivals. When the killer begins to target those closest to Grace, she must
face the real danger that lurks in an otherwise idyllic town. In a race against time,
Grace must find the courage to delve into Newport's secrets, protect her
daughter, and stop a ruthless killer who's determined to win this deadly game of
hide and seek...
South Korean companies and technology have suddenly conquered the world.
Samsung, Hyundai and LG are industry leaders and the global brands. Korean
culture in the form of K-Pop music videos and "Korean Wave" films and TV
dramas are watched everywhere from Tel Aviv to Singapore to Rio. Korean
gourmet food trucks ply the streets of New York and LA, and kimchi has found a
place on the shelves of well-stocked supermarkets around the world. With just a
fraction of Japan's land area, less than half its population, and no natural
resources—how have Korean companies managed to conquer the world in such a
short period of time? What is the "secret sauce" of Korean business practices
and companies that makes them so successful? To find out, readers need more
than statistics and company profiles. Learning the basics about Korean culture,
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about Korean social etiquette and Korean business culture, will enable you to
understand for the first time how Koreans think and why they work so effectively
to achieve their goals. This understanding will enhance your own effectiveness in
doing business with Koreans, or in competing with them—whether in Korea or
elsewhere.
Packed with humor, inspiration, and advice, You Are a Badass is the #1 New
York Times bestselling self-help book that teaches you how to get better without
getting busted. In this refreshingly entertaining how-to guide, bestselling author
and world-traveling success coach, Jen Sincero, serves up twenty-seven bitesized chapters full of hilariously inspiring stories, sage advice, easy exercises,
and the occasional swear word, helping you to: Identify and change the selfsabotaging beliefs and behaviors that stop you from getting what you want,
Create a life you totally love. And create it NOW, and Make some damn money
already. The kind you've never made before. By the end of You Are a Badass,
you'll understand why you are how you are, how to love what you can't change,
how to change what you don't love, and how to use The Force to kick some
serious ass.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “All the Steve Berry hallmarks are here:
scale, scope, sweep, history—plus breathless second-by-second suspense. I love
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this guy.”—Lee Child Former Justice Department operative Cotton Malone wakes
to find an intruder in his Copenhagen bookshop: an American Secret Service
agent with assassins on his heels. Narrowly surviving a ferocious firefight, the
two journey to the secluded estate of Malone’s friend Henrik Thorvaldsen. The
wily Danish tycoon has uncovered the insidious plans of the Paris Club, a cabal
of multimillionaires bent on manipulating the global economy. But Thorvaldsen
also harbors a hidden agenda—a vendetta—that will force Malone to choose
between friend and country, past and present. Starting in Denmark, moving to
England, and ending up in the storied streets and cathedrals of Paris, Malone is
forced to match wits with a terrorist for hire and to plunge into a desperate hunt
for Napoleon’s legendary treasure, lost for two hundred years. It’s a breathless
game of duplicity and death, all to claim a prize of untold value. But at what cost?
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Steve Berry’s The Columbus
Affair and a Cotton Malone dossier. Praise for The Paris Vendetta “Outstanding .
. . Berry has become the modern master of the thriller form.”—Providence JournalBulletin “Thrilling . . . exciting and fast-paced . . . a worthy addition to a fine
series.”—Wichita Falls Times Record News “Steve Berry gets better and better
with each new book. . . . [In The Paris Vendetta] there are assassination plots,
searches for hidden treasure, battles between enemies and even friends, and a
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taste of romance. . . . Bring on the next one!”—The Huffington Post “This wellcrafted thriller also offers plenty of surprises.” —Publishers Weekly “Berry has
written another amazing blend of suspense and history. Fans will love it, and for
newcomers it’s the perfect place to start. . . . [Readers] cannot go wrong with
Cotton Malone.” —Library Journal
“Plenty of twists, flashbacks, and a dash of romance keep the suspense high.
For anyone looking for a dose of palace intrigue or upper-crust scandal, Riley’s
latest novel delivers on both counts.” —Booklist “Chock full of shocking...this
gripping novel is sure to keep Riley’s fans and new readers alike turning pages.”
—Publishers Weekly “Fans of mystery, royal family intrigue, and even romance
will enjoy this novel.” —Columbia Missourian In this suspenseful and heartpounding novel from New York Times bestselling author Lucinda Riley, an
ambitious young journalist unravels a dangerous mystery that threatens to
devastate the British monarchy. Note to readers: In the UK, this book is published
under the title The Love Letter. Keeping secrets is a dangerous game. When Sir
James Harrison, one the greatest actors of his generation, passes away at the
age of ninety-five, he leaves behind not just a heartbroken family but also a
secret so shocking, it could rock the English establishment to its core. Joanna
Haslam, an up-and-coming reporter, is assigned to cover the legendary actor’s
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funeral, attended by glitzy celebrities of every background. But Joanna stumbles
on something dark beneath the glamour: the mention of a letter James Harrison
has left behind—the contents of which many have been desperate to keep
concealed for over seventy years. As she peels back the veil of lies that has
shrouded the secret, she realizes that she’s close to uncovering something
deadly serious—and the royal family may be implicated. Before long, someone is
on her tracks, attempting to prevent her from discovering the truth. And they’ll
stop at nothing to reach the letter before she does. Full of salacious scandal,
shocking twists, and captivating romance, and written in Lucinda Riley’s
signature “vividly drawn and lushly atmospheric” (RT Book Reviews) prose, The
Royal Secret is “a full-throttle escapist adventure” (Lancashire Evening Post).
First Published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
Numbness floods my body as I stumble up the steps leading to my house. Inside
I know my five-year-old’s bed is empty, her dresser is ransacked, her overnight
bag is gone. I can see her dolls lying untouched through the window of our
perfect family home – in the place where I thought I could protect her forever. My
daughter is missing. You’d think my first instinct would be to call the police. But I
know who’s taken my daughter. And I know that the police can’t help me. Only I
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can convince the woman who has my baby to give her back. She thinks she
knows my secrets… but she has no idea. Fans of Liane Moriarty, Sally Hepworth
and The Girl on the Train will love this utterly unputdownable domestic thriller
from USA Today bestselling author Nicola Marsh. What readers are saying about
Nicola Marsh: “Give me a second to get my breath back because that was a
rush!… I could have never expected the final plot twist… will leave you shaking with
adrenaline long after you finish. Believe me.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “This
book left me utterly speechless! Wow!… I had a hard time putting it down to get
anything done around my house!… The secrets!!! Oh my God the secrets this
family kept was crazy!!!! I loved this book.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “This
book has it all!!!!!!!!!!! Scandal, secrets, lies, murder, mystery, love. You think you
have figured out, but do you?... My first book by Nicola Marsh, won’t be my last.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Oh my goodness this book was fabulous… allconsuming, completely engrossing… The ending was incredible and not what I
predicted at all. Amazing. Highly recommended. Five big stars.” Psycho-Thrilla
Books, 5 stars “Holy smokes… will rock you to the core… it's not just a scandal it's
a gut-wrenching sucker punch that literally takes your breath away… I never saw
that shocker coming towards me.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “I. Loved. This… I
didn't see the ending coming until the moments that it was happening… it was
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impossible to pick who it could be.” Coffee And Trainspotting, 5 stars “Get ready
for a rollercoaster ride! I can't tell you how many times I said ‘OMG’ while
reading this.” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Loved loved loved this book… unique
and mesmerizing, it had me from the first page, and didn't let go until the last.”
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “CRAZY and unpredictable. This was a page-turner.
Everything is not as it seems! Had me hooked & up all night! You won't regret
reading this story, I know I didn't!” Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars “Ten stars to the
author for this one. A riveting, memorizing story that kept me up until two a.m.”
NetGalley reviewer, 5 stars
This book by Chris Needs tells us so much more about his life than his previous
books: Like it is and And there's more. Chris delves into those experiences in his
life which have kept him alive and, on the other hand, those episodes which have
nearly killed him. There are also new photographs, previously undiscovered, and
would be of interest to his legions of fans.
On an otherwise serene 1989, June night, FBI agents are hustling to load up two
large tractor-trailers. Their cargo is unusual. It consists of heavy filing cabinets,
laboratory equipment, and chattering chimpanzees. Their motivation is far from
altruistic. Their target of the operation is Doctor Cyrus Markum, a brilliant
microbiologist. With the fortune bequeathed by his former life-partner, he's
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funded the research project that has created Formula Thirteen, the vaccine that
will thwart the virus causing AIDS. The Feds are far from enthused with his
initiative. They dispatch their agents to eradicate any trace of the lifesaving
antibodies and emasculate its creator. The pompous autocrats have gravely
miscalculated. They've unleashed a ravenous lion. Doctor Markum chooses
Daniel Dundee, a televangelist, as the pivot point in his blueprint of retribution
and convinces the Bavarian Illuminati that the time has arrived for their allencompassing revolution. The TV broadcast of the "New Age Messiah's"
assassination will be the tipping point for the scheme, which will cause a chain
reaction that will lead to the New World Order's absolute planetary domination.
The Doctor's enterprise is expansive and ingenious, but the Illuminati's Trilateral
Commission has a strategy of their own.
A scrap of found paper. A cookie's fortune. An overheard comment. The WORDS
you happen upon answer some pressing need. You've probably had this
experience--come across chance information that feels custom-made for you. An
uncanny message that makes you wonder. A meaningful message that's helpful
and pertinent. The Secret Language of Synchronicity is about how the Universe
answers different people through different types of coincidence. Depending on
our favored sense, usually sight or sound, it communicates through written or
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spoken words. Once we discover our unique style, it is easier to understand
these signs and benefit from their meanings. Jenna Moore Fuller has recorded
her own meaningful incidents for many years. Dozens of her stories, plus those
of acquaintances are included here. Share Jenna's quest to decipher the secret
language of synchronicity. And discover your unique style--the magical and
mysterious way the Universe speaks through coincidence to you!
Packed with travel information, including more listings, deals, and insider tips:
Candid listings of hundreds of places to eat, sleep, drink, and feel like a local,
Reliable maps and directions to navigate Europe's busy cities and idyllic towns,
Straight talk on everything from German beer to Iceland's Black Death, Insider
tips on the best hostels, gay and straight nightlife, and travel deals, Volunteer and
work opportunities from Svalbard to Istanbul, Hiking, biking, and camping from
Norwegian fjords to Palenica National Park in Croatia, A useful phrasebook with
essential vocab in 18 different languages.
One of the world's most beautiful endangered species, butterflies are as lucrative
as gorillas, pandas, and rhinos on the black market. In this cutthroat $200 million
business, no one was more successful—or posed a greater ecological
danger—than Yoshi Kojima, the kingpin of butterfly smugglers. In Winged
Obsession, author Jessica Speart tells the riveting true story of rookie U.S. Fish
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and Wildlife Agent Ed Newcomer's determined crusade to halt the career of a
brazen and ingenious criminal with an almost supernatural sixth sense for
survival. But the story doesn't end there. Speart chronicles her own attempts,
while researching the book, to befriend Kojima before betraying him—unaware
that the cagey smuggler had his own plans to make the writer a player in his
illegal butterfly trade.
The popular film critic offers full-length reviews of his choices for the best one
thousand movies from the 1990s to today.
A collection of poems giving meaning to everyday life. Everybody has something that
makes them unique, whether it's a tragedy or a triumph. Sometimes, words of
encouragement give us the strength to endure and make the journey a little easier. And
the words that I have written talk about tragedy, but it also talks about overcoming
those tragic moments that doesn't seem to want to go away. But with time and prayer,
that tragedy will become a testimony of how great God can be, if we just believe.
Near the end of the eighteenth century, Kofi’s village in a remote part of Africa is
brutally attacked and he is captured and sold into slavery. Thanks to an unexpected
twist of fate, he is saved from being shipped to the plantations of the New World to
instead remain a prisoner of Cape Coast Castle. From there, he risks his life to maintain
a secret correspondence with the love of his life. Two hundred years later,
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anthropologist Claudia Carpio is sent to what was once known as the Gold Coast. She
is immersed in working on the most important publication of her career when she learns
of some mysterious letters. Troubled by their abrupt and disconcerting ending, she finds
herself compelled to investigate the murky past in order to discover what happened to
Kofi and why he stopped writing. What she doesn’t suspect, however, is that you can’t
close the book so easily on certain chapters of history, and she soon finds herself
entangled in a dangerous game.
I'm Everett “Rett” Ramses. New Orleans is my world, my realm, and my domain. After
what I've done, some people say I’m the devil. I say I'm a man who knows what he
wants, and nothing stops me from getting what I desire. I took New Orleans, and now I
want Emma O’Brien. As the daughter of my father’s rival and sworn enemy, her fate is
to be my wife. Emma is in my world now. It's time she makes a deal with the devil.
Have you been Aleatha'd? Enter the dangerous and mysterious world of New Orleans
in this all new full-length romantic suspense novel, DEVIL'S DEAL. For a sneak peek
into their first meeting with no spoilers, check out the enticing prequel, “Fate’s
Demand” available everywhere. #enemiestolovers #arrangedmarriage #age-gapromance #dangerousromance Rett and Emma’s intriguing story begins with DEVIL’S
DEAL, book one of the Devil Series Duet, and concludes with ANGEL’S PROMISE.
Don’t miss a word of this new and exciting duet.
An electric new story of teenage Cruella de Vil in an original novel inspired by the
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upcoming Walt Disney Studios Live Action Film, Cruella. Swinging London, Summer
1967. Sixteen-year-old Estella, gifted with talent, ingenuity, and ambition, dreams of
becoming a renowned fashion designer. But life seems intent on making sure her
dreams never come true. Having arrived in London as a young girl, Estella now runs
wild through the city streets with Jasper and Horace, amateur thieves who double as
Estella's makeshift family and partners-in-(petty)-crime. How can Estella dedicate
herself to joining the ranks of the London design elite when she's sewing endless
costumes and disguises for the trio's heists?When a chance encounter with Magda and
Richard Moresby-Plum, two young scions of high society, vaults Estella into the world
of the rich and famous, she begins to wonder whether she might be destined for more
after all. Suddenly, Estella's days are filled with glamorous parties, exclusive eateries,
flirtations with an up-and-coming rock star, and, of course, the most cutting-edge
fashions money can buy. But what is the true cost of keeping up with the fast crowdand is it a price Estella is willing to pay?
Handbook, award and group activities for Cadette Girl Scouts.
"Tense, twisty, and packed with shocks...a terrific read."—Riley Sager, New York Times
bestselling author of Home Before Dark "An addictive and riveting psychological thriller.
Put this one at the very top of your 2021 reading list."—Liv Constantine, internationally
bestselling author of The Last Mrs. Parrish Six friends. One college reunion. One
unsolved murder. Ten years after graduation, Jessica Miller has planned her triumphant
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return to her southern, elite Duquette University, down to the envious whispers that are
sure to follow in her wake. Everyone is going to see the girl she wants them to
see—confident, beautiful, indifferent. Not the girl she was when she left campus, back
when Heather Shelby's murder fractured everything, including the tight bond linking the
six friends she'd been closest to since freshman year. But not everyone is ready to
move on. Not everyone left Duquette ten years ago, and not everyone can let Heather's
murder go unsolved. Someone is determined to trap the real killer, to make the guilty
pay. When the six friends are reunited, they will be forced to confront what happened
that night—and the years' worth of secrets each of them would do anything to keep
hidden. Told in racing dual timelines, with a dark campus setting and a darker look at
friendship, love, obsession, and ambition, In My Dreams I Hold A Knife is an addictive,
propulsive read you won't be able to put down.
From Elizabeth to Mary, the shepherds to Caesar Augustus, take a fresh look at the
nativity through the eyes of another. Watch the wise men at their first encounter with
the child Christ, and stand with Simeon as he is enveloped in God’s peace in the face
of Mary and Joseph. Journey with the many characters of the Christmas story and
rediscover the true meaning of Christmas and the plan that God has for us through it.
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